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Description
Now In StockÂ - Finance Available
Powered by Volvo Penta IPS pod drives with Joystick control. Joystick Docking makes docking easy and safe. The
driver just pushes or rotates the joystick in the desired direction and the boat follows: forward, reverse, sideways, or
spins on its own axis. Itâ€™s simple and logical, and all maneuvers are totally intuitive. the latest engine and propulsion
technology. See the video demonstration below...
On the exterior, the Prestige 460 features the signature style of the latest Prestige Yachts, with an expanded, continuous
line of windows in the hull. This Flybridge integrates the concept of the L-shaped cockpit, which allows for maximum use
of space. Transformable into a very large aft sundeck, this cockpit can also house a fully equipped skipper cabin. The
contemporary layout of the exterior galley located to the aft opens onto an immense swim platform. The very
comfortable Flybridge is an invitation to complete relaxation.
On board, everything has been optimised to offer unequalled space and comfort. Combining the design talents of
Garroni Design and JP Concepts, this Flybridge meets all the latest requirements and boasts all the benefits of a true
Prestige Yacht.Â
The interior boasts a full-beam stateroom with a very spacious en-suite head and a lounge next to one of the large
windows. To port is a dresser whose top drawer flips up to form a vanity mirror.
The forward VIP cabin with en-suite offers plenty of light via an overhead hatch and skylight and there are large hull
windows with opening ports. The centerline bed works as a double or two singles as it splits into two by pivoting the
sides.
.Lenght overall

14.29 m / 46'10" ft

Hull length

12.54 m / 41'1" ft

Hull beam

4.25 m / 13'11" ft

Light displacement

12413 kg / 27366 lbs

Draft

1.05 m / 3'5" ft

Fuel capacity

1240 L / 328 US Gal

Water capacity

400 L / 106 US Gal

Cabins

2

Heads compartments

2

Max speed

32 nds / 32 kts

Cruising speed

24 nds / 24 kt

Consumption at cruising speed
98 L/h / 26 US Gal/h L/h / 26 US Gal/h
Range at Cruising speed 295 Mile / Miles Mile / Miles
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